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Revisions: ideas to improve users’ experience

A web-based Health Status Report (Figure 1) was developed to distribute county health data

Writing Style

that had not been updated since the 2000 printed report. This was an innovative effort

The text is being revised using “plain language” and tested* guidelines such as:

because no other counties in Oregon had made this step, and only a few state-wide examples

• Prioritize the ‘key points’ under each category’s heading

of online health status data existed nationally. The site became active in April, 2010.

• Writing sentences in active rather than passive voice.
• Lead paragraphs with the most important information.

The Report is a compilation of primary and secondary Benton County and statewide data as

• Using clear, well-located headings; short phrases and sentences; and small readable paragraphs.
* Source: Research-Based Web Design and Usability Guidelines, http://www.usability.gov/guidelines/

well as Healthy People 2010 targets. Its purpose is to describe the health of Benton County
and to facilitate community involvement in addressing public health issues through datadriven decisions and evidence-based practices. Here, we describe the next stage: a

Website Design & Structure

collaborative project to make the website more accessible to a wider range of readers by

Benton County is currently developing a new website design.

analyzing and improving its readability and usability.

BCHD will revise its design so that primary navigation options
are at the top of the page and users choose subjects from menu

Analysis: sample readability & usability issues
Message Strategy:

boxes with ‘link’ titles. Each main topic has multiple pages
within it; therefore, extended scrolling will be eliminated.
(A sample idea is shown in Figure 2.)

Preventative education vs. health status data

Example: A table of cancer prevention strategies is placed in the introduction to the

Prevention information

‘Cancer’ section. However, the topic changes to cancer incidence and death rate without a

In order to avoid confusing users, information that is about

new heading or textual introduction.

Tables and Charts:
•

disease prevention or health maintenance will be organized into
a separate location from status reports.

‘Data presentation’ complicates understanding.

Tables aren’t introduced to the reader. The text doesn’t make sense of the data to the

Figure 2: Sample website idea

reader; instead, the text repeats it.
•
•

Charts are clearer with informative titles, simpler graphic

Data is redundant - displayed in both charts and tables.

comparisons, and consistent elements. For example, the

Bar charts are used throughout the site even though they are more confusing at times

original chart used bars for prevalence but a line for target

than other forms of charts (e.g. pie charts).
•

Titles of charts and tables don’t help explain the ‘story’.

•

Colors are inconsistently used, and color coding (e.g. state vs. county) is not explained.

Data charts and tables

goal; the revised version only uses bars.
Charts that represent proportions are revised to pie charts

Website structure & functionality.

rather than bar charts. This is more intuitive for everyday users.

Instead of using hierarchical headings and links, the content under each main topic is

Sometimes data tables offer the simplest presentation of

designed to ‘scroll’. For example, Figure 1 shows only one sub-section (‘Cancer’) of four

information; in this case, the charts are eliminated. Otherwise,

that scrolls under the topic of ‘Chronic Disease’. Thus, readers cannot ‘scan’ the site or

the data table can be ‘opened’ by clicking an embedded link.

jump to the most relevant information. The index disappears after scrolling down, and

This lessens the redundancy onscreen.

because informative main headings and sub-headings are absent, readers are easily lost.

Writing Style: too ‘academic’ for community users.
The reading level is estimated as ‘extremely difficult’ with grade levels of 15-18 in many
FIGURE 1: Current Health Status Report

sections according to Fry and SMOG formulas. Citations in the text, uncommon public

(Partial View of ‘Chronic Disease: Cancer’)

health terms (e.g. cancer ‘incidence’), and unexplained acronyms contribute to the problem.

Website Navigation: Confusing the website visitor.

Figure 3: Original and revised formats

Conclusion
The first step was making information available online. The emphasis now is on continuous improvement in
readability and usability for community users. These are some of the next steps to be taken:
• Identify tested & validated alternatives to improve the writing and data charts as well as site design.
• Test proposed alternatives with community users to ensure understanding.

The sidebar index is lost after scrolling down. The ‘back’ links only take the reader to the

• Ongoing analysis and evaluation as data is revised and updated.

top of the main section (e.g. ‘Chronic Disease’) or the current topic (e.g. ‘Cancer’).

• Create ‘style guide’ to establish standards for content.
• Ongoing dialogue with users to ensure that both content and structure is meeting their needs.

Find the Health Status Report at http://www.co.benton.or.us/health/health_status/index.php

